
Acceleration���
Section 2.2	




Position vs. Time Graphs	

Describe the velocity of the car for the position!
vs time graphs:!

V = 0 m/s!



V = +2 m/s!

V is constant!



V is constant!

V = +2 m/s!



V is increasing!



Velocity vs. Time Graphs	

Describe the velocity of the car for the velocity!
vs time graphs:!

V is constant!

V = 5.0 m/s!



V = 0.0 m/s!



V is increasing at a constant rate!



V is decreasing at a constant rate!



V is increasing at a increasing rate!



Acceleration	

--The rate of change of velocity in a given period!

of time is the acceleration.!

€ 

aavg =
Δv
Δt

=
vf − vi
t f − ti

--The acceleration of an object is found by!
dividing the change in velocity by the change!
in time:!



--The dimensions of acceleration are length/time2.!

--Examples of SI units of acceleration are:!

m/s/s or m/s2!

km/h/s!

mi/h/s!



--These units come from the equation for!
acceleration:!

€ 

m
s
s

 =  m
s

x 1
s

 =
m
s2



--Since velocity is a vector quantity, acceleration!
is also a vector quantity with both magnitude!
and direction.!



--Since acceleration is a change in velocity, any!
change in velocity is an acceleration, and an!
object is accelerating if:!

--The speed of the object is increasing.!

--The speed of the object is decreasing.!
(Called deceleration in common usage.)!



--The direction the object is traveling in!
changes.!

(Demonstrate with an accelerometer and a!
turntable that motion whose direction is !
changing is accelerated motion.)!

--Example: A car is accelerating when it goes!
around a gentle, banked curve at a!
constant speed.)!



Acceleration and the Slope of a 
Velocity vs. Time Graph	


--Since…!

€ 

aavg =
Δv
Δt

--if we  plot a graph of velocity vs. time,!
the acceleration of the object is equal to the!
slope of the graph.!

€ 

slope =  Δv
Δt

 =  aavg



--The  sign of the acceleration may be!
positive or negative. (See Table 2.3, page 51.)!

--A positive acceleration may mean the!
velocity is increasing in the positive!
direction or decreasing in the negative!
direction.!



--A negative acceleration may mean the!
velocity is decreasing in the positive!
direction or increasing in the negative!
direction.!



--Graphs of: !a) constant acceleration!



--Graph of: !b) increasing acceleration	




--Graph of: !c) decreasing acceleration	




--Graph of: !d) negative acceleration	




Positive and Negative 
Acceleration	


An object that is decelerating is slowing down;!
when an object is decelerating the acceleration!
vector points in the opposite direction from!
the velocity vector.!



A negative acceleration does not necessarily!
mean the object is slowing down.!

(speeding up)!

€ 

+v⎯ → ⎯ 
+a⎯ → ⎯ 

€ 

+v⎯ → ⎯ 
−a← ⎯ ⎯ 

(slowing down)!



(slowing down)!

€ 

−v← ⎯ ⎯ 
−a← ⎯ ⎯ 

€ 

−v← ⎯ ⎯ 
+a⎯ → ⎯ 

-- If the acceleration and velocity vectors point!
in the same direction the speed is increasing.!

-- If the acceleration and velocity vectors point!
in opposite directions the speed is decreasing.!

(speeding up)!



Velocity and Acceleration	

vi	
 a	
 Motion	

+	
 +	
 Moving to the Right; Speeding Up	

-	
 -	
 Moving to the Left; Speeding Up	

+	
 -	
 Moving to the Right; Slowing Down*	

-	
 +	
 Moving to the Left; Slowing Down*	


- or +	
 0	
 Constant Velocity	

0	
 - or +	
 Speeding up from Rest	

0	
 0	
 Remaining at Rest	


*Deceleration!Table 3, Page 51!



Motion with a Constant 
Acceleration	


Graphs of Velocity vs. Time and Acceleration vs. Time for an object!
that is undergoing a constant acceleration:!

v! a!

t! t!

€ 

a =  Δv
Δt



Equations for Motion with a 
Constant Acceleration	


--From the graphs of velocity vs. time and acceleration vs. time,!
equations can be derived that can be used to solve problems!
involving constant acceleration.!

€ 

Δx =
1
2
(vi + vf )Δt

€ 

vf = vi + aΔt

€ 

Δx = viΔt +
1
2
a(Δt)2

€ 

vf
2 − vi

2 = 2aΔx



Example:	

What is the final velocity of a car moving at!
15.0 m/s if it accelerates at 1.0 m/s2 for!
10.0 s?!

vf = ?!
vi = 15.0 m/s!
a = 1.0 m/s2!
t = 10.0 s !
vf = vi + at!
vf = 15.0 m/s + (1.0 m/s2)(10.0 s)!
vf = 25.0 m/s!


